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BEGINNING
Positioning finance advertising and information 
ensures consumer awareness and improves 
your product sales and conversion rates. 

In this section you will find all the necessary 
information, assets and how to position and 
display Deko. When you are offering finance 
you must consider product positioning. To 
meet legal and compliance responsibilities you 
must display a “compliance finance page” on 
your website. 
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FINANCE INFORMATION PAGE
Create a page on your website 
about your finance offers to give 
customers everything they need to 
know including qualifying criteria 
and repayment options. It is an FCA 
compliance requirement for all 
merchants who offer finance online.

Example template: click here
Logo’s: click here
Banners: click here

Finance Page Template
On our Finance Page Template you will find all required 
information on how to create the page and what content 
should be there
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https://docs.dekopay.com/docs/finance-page-template
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8fqelsfmo3kugk7/Deko%20Logos%20-%20Digital.zip?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8fqelsfmo3kugk7/Deko%20Logos%20-%20Digital.zip?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ka8karrdf8k36k8/Deko_banners.zip?dl=0


MAIN PAGE
Homepage banners ensure online 
visitors know finance is available 
as soon as they hit your website, 
impacting how they browse your 
website. A great way to ensure 
customers are aware that finance is 
available is by adding finance to your 
navigation bar.

We advise adding banners as below 
and including a click through to the 
finance information page. Example 
template: click here

Examples of how to display finance information
It will help your customers to know finance is 
available 
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https://docs.dekopay.com/docs/finance-page-template


CATEGORY PAGE
Flag products that qualify for finance 
in your search results. If customers 
know they can pay with finance 
they may choose to upgrade their 
selection and increase their budget.

The category page is an important 
place to highlight products where 
finance is available. You could either 
use an image or use the JavaScript 
calculator to demonstrate what the 
monthly payments could be with a 
click to give a detailed breakdown.

Examples of how to display finance information
It will help your customers to know finance is 
available 
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PRODUCT PAGE
On the product page we 
recommend adding a visual aid 
i.e. a logo or a banner as a gentle 
reminder that finance is available. 
You can also add a pop-up to show 
the amount per month breakdown 
detail.

Examples of how to display finance information
It will help your customers to know finance is 
available 
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CHECKOUT PAGE
Finally add finance as you would 
any other payment option, so 
customers know they can either pay 
now or spread the cost with easy 
repayments. Consumers will often 
check what payment methods are 
accepted before purchasing, so 
include a Deko finance badge.

Finance at checkout
It will help your customers to know finance is available
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FINANCE CALCULATOR
One future recommendation you 
may want to consider is to offer 
multiple finance products using our 
interactive finance calculator. This 
will show customers how much they 
can borrow, deposit required as well 
as allowing your customers to work 
out monthly repayments over a given 
term. You may consider adding 
sliders to make the experience more 
interactive for your customers.

Finance calculator example
Help your customers to understand how much they can borrow
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DEKO BRAND
We hope this document gives you a good understanding 
of the Deko brand identity. Here we present our identity’s 
core components, and provide guidance on using them 
to create a consistent image and branding throughout 
your integration and across your website.

You will find here examples of the usage of Deko logo 
and best practices regarding advertising and displaying 
the Deko finance product to boost your sales.  
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OVERVIEW
Our logo comes in two shapes, landscape  
and square with colour and monochrome 
variants. The logo is designed to stand out 
with the most appropriate version suited 
to the situation. With guidance as to which 
option is best suited.  
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PRIMARY LOGO LANDSCAPE
Landscape logo
(full colour on dark block)

Landscape logo
(full colour on white block)

Using the block of dark or light colour 
under the logo gives emphasis. It 
makes it easier to use on a range of 
colours and backgrounds as it minimises 
interference. 

Use the dark block logo only on the 
light backgrounds. The white block 
logo should be used on the dark 
backgorunds.  
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PRIMARY LOGO SQUARE
Square logo
(full colour on the dark block)

Square logo
(full colour on the white block)

Our square logo can be used wherever 
a square version works better with the 
design or the available space. The Deko 
logo will need to be in a line-up next to 
all other payment methods, on a square 
digital point of sale banner or just for 
emphasis. 

Use the dark block logo only on the 
light backgrounds. The white block 
logo should be used on the dark 
backgrounds.  
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SECONDARY LOGO LANDSCAPE
Landscape logo
(full colour without block)

The Deko secondary logo works well 
only on the white background. In 
the situation when the background 
colour is different, you should use 
the appropriate logo with the block 
variant.
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CLEAR SPACE
We have defined clear zones to 
make sure that our logo is never 
crowded by other elements.

Each logo variation’s clear 
space relates to its own unique 
proportions, so must be spaced 
accordingly. 

Square
1/2 of logo size

In use example
1/2 of logo size

Landscape
1.5 logo ‘O’

Landscape
Logo height

1.5‘o’

1X

1X

1/2X

1X

1‘o’
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SIZINGSIZING
To ensure logos are always legible on 
screen and in print, we have defined 
minimum sizes that should never be 
scaled below.

For a range of different sized logos 
go to our docs.dekopay.com and go 
to Logos & Branding, here you will 
find SVG files that will allow for size 
changes without loss of quality. 

*Increasing the size of PNG files will 
affect clarity and quality of the Deko 
logo.  

Landscape
(without block)

Loss of quality and clarity example 
(without block)

Never below 16mm or 60px wide

Landscape
(on the block)

Loss of quality and clarity example 
(on the block)

Never below 16mm or 60px wide

Square
(on the block)

Never below 
7.5mm or 35px wide
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CO-BRANDING
Across our communications, our logo 
often sits side-by-side with partner 
companies’ logos.

Logos come in all shapes and sizes, 
from tall and thin to short and wide, 
so no single rule defines sizing.

Aim to create optically equal logo sizes, 
where no one logo overpowers the 
others, and logos should be aligned to a 
horizontal centre.

When co-branding, we usually use our 
square logo. This format is most suitable 
for pairing with a range of logo shapes.

Square
(height matched)

Square
(optically matched)

1X

0.75 X

In use example
1/2 of logo size
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D E 
K O

SHAPE MISUSE
Recreating the logo
Don’t recreate the logo

Gradients
Don’t add gradients to the logo

Logo colour
Don’t use a colour outside of our brand palette

Logo letter-forms
Don’t edit the logo’s letter-forms

Rotation
Don’t rotate the logo

Stroke
Don’t add a stroke to the logo

Drop shadow
Don’t add a drop shadow to the logo

Logo proportions
Don’t stretch the logo

3D
Don’t make the logo 3d

Effects
Don’t add any effects to the logo

Hand-drawn
Don’t recreate our logo by hand

Composition
Don’t change the logo’s composition

To protect our logo’s clarity and to 
avoid off-brand usage, avoid altering 
our logo. Here are some examples of 
what not to do.
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COLOUR MISUSE
To maintain a consistent appearance, 
take care when using colour. Always 
avoide these uses. Don’t change 
Deko logo colours. 

Deko logo on the dark square would 
be perfect for light backgrounds 
whereas Deko logo on the white 
square for dark backgrounds.  
 
Always consider what colours would 
be suited in line with your colours. 

Logo without the block 
Never use Deko logo without the block on the colour background

Platform colours
Never change Deko logo platform colours

Different logo colour
Never change our logo to any monochromatic colours

Logo with the white block
Always keep in mind the right contrast between Deko logo and the 
background

Logo with dark block
Always keep in mind the right contrast between Deko logo and the 
background

Black and white
Never change Deko logo colours
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USING OUR 
BRAND
USING
OUR
BRANDCOLOURS
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INTRODUCTION
Our colour palette is clean, bright and eye catching. We 
are a vibrant and inviting brand, and our varied range of 
colours reflects this.

Our colour palette contains light, dark, neutral and 
bold colours to give us flexibility across all of our 
communications.
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COLOUR PALETTE

MUIR
R:019 G:055 B:066
#133742
C:99 M:27 Y:22 K:80
Pantone: 309

GLAS
R:018 G:181 B:159
#12b59f
C:58 M:0 Y:36 K:0
Pantone: 7465

BUI
R:244 G:165 B:038
#F4A526
C:0 M:33 Y:92 K:2
Pantone: 2007

LIATH
R:224 G:224 B:224
#e0e0e0
C:4  M:3 Y:6   K:7
Pantone: Cool Gray 1

RUA
R:255 G:099 B:116
#ff6374
C:0 M:66 Y:29 K:0 
Pantone: 1777

PURBI
R:121 G:044 B:128
#792c80
C:67 M:100 Y:0  K:5
Pantone: 2612

Our defined colour values ensure 
consistent colour matching across all 
print and screen applications.

For digital applications, use the RGB 
values.

For print applications, use the CMYK 
or Pantone colour values. 

For web, use the hex values. 

Colour palette
We use this colour palette for screen and print applications
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CONTACT

CONTACT
If you have any questions about the 
Deko brand, please contact:

DEKO RETAILER SUPPORT
retailers@dekopay.com 

33 St Mary Axe
London, EC3A 8AG
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